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* Connect to Nikon and Canon cameras using RS-422 interface * View the photos and videos stored on your camera from your
computer * Real-time image capture and view * Automatic download to computer of your photographs * Control the camera
over computer * Windows Scripting Support * Supports Tethering Cameras to Computer * Can be downloaded as a trial and
will work on Windows 7 and above. * No registration is required. * Simple interface * Works with most Windows and Mac
computers * No Admin privileges are required Follow me on Instagram - Twitter - Listen to the in depth review of the AKG
N20 on the : Footage sourced by Paul Rennie and shot by his team of reviewers at Soundstage. Follow me on Instagram Twitter - Listen to the in depth review of the AKG N20 on the : Footage sourced by Paul Rennie and shot by his team of
reviewers at Soundstage. Download it on iTunes: Download here: For more info please follow me on Facebook and Twitter:
Facebook: Twitter: If you want more updates of new videos, please click the 'Like' button for my fanpage at Facebook. 'Like'
the page, if you want to see more content: The Music in this video was produced by Mitch C, his website: Download it on
iTunes:
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KEYMACRO allows you to control your Nikon, Canon or Pentax cameras from your Mac. Nikon, Canon, Pentax: Access the
camera mode and settings of these brands by clicking on the following icons. Pentax Keymacro works with Nikon, Canon, and
Pentax cameras. Special features: When Nikon, Canon, and Pentax cameras are connected, we can use a series of shortcuts to
change the camera mode or the settings of the camera Keymacro supports camera modes like Aperture Priority, Shutter
Priority, Program, etc. Users can customize the menu of the camera Users can select multiple regions to start / stop the camera
shooting ... Fisheye Lens Viewer PRO 2.2.4.5 This application can view the photographed data from the Live View and/or
Record Mode on your digital camera. You can also zoom and move the displayed image. This is a fully featured Live View
camera viewer with many useful features such as: 3D View (view the picture in 3D with rotating / zooming) Original / JPEG /
RAW View (view the picture in the original / JPEG / RAW format) Slide Show (view the images / videos as a slide show) Slide
Gallery (view the pictures / videos as a slide show) My Favorites (view and manage the favorite images / videos) Rotate / Zoom
/ Pan / Move / Set Live View / Fisheye Lens Viewer PRO is easy to use and has no complex operations. ... Photography PRO
2007 Photography PRO 2007 is an easy-to-use application for Windows with a simple interface. It gives you control of your
camera by selecting auto, manual or program modes in program mode. In either standard or special mode, you can choose focal
length, exposure time and the number of consecutive shots. You can also select modes like zone, dot and program modes.
Professional Photo Viewer for Windows The Professional Photo Viewer is a powerful digital imaging application for
professional and amateur photographers. Thanks to its unique combination of features, it makes you even more efficient in
creating artistic images. Professional Photo Viewer lets you edit images and organize your pictures, providing a basic, advanced
and a professional level of editing and organization. Professional Photo Viewer is divided into three sections: 1. Main View 2.
Edit View 3. Organize View In the Main View, you can 77a5ca646e
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Smart Shooter is a straightforward and user-friendly application especially designed for users who need to fully control their
camera from their computer, be it Nikon or Canon. This way, you can easily evaluate your images in detail. When you launch
the application for the first time, all the plugged in cameras are detected and displayed in the drop down list. From the ‘Camera
Controls’ panel, you can easily choose the camera you are interested in, select the exposure and the aperture you want, then
preview your personal photos. In case you want to take a new picture, simply point the camera on the right position, then press
the Shoot button. Once the image has been taken, you can preview it from the ‘Photos’ window, located in the bottom pane of
the application. What’s more, you can even download the photo to your computer only if the ‘Automatic Download’ feature is
enabled. This way, with the help of Smart Shooter you are able to focus on your images and compose the scenes effortlessly.
Since it is aimed at both the professional and amateur photographer, the application comes with advanced features such as real
time zooming / panning photo display, automatic control via scripting and tethered shooting. Another important aspect worth
mentioning is that Smart Shooter allows you to control your camera using scripts. You can take multiple images that contain
various settings just by clicking a single button. If you want to view if any errors occur when the camera is connected, when you
download a new photo, when a new camera is detected or simply when a photo is processed, you can navigate to the status bar.
To sum things up, Smart Shooter proves to be a steady solution when it comes to managing your camera remotely and evaluating
your pictures. Smash Camera Control System is the first and only Windows based video camera control application allowing
you to manage your camera remotely. With this great software you can easily change your camera settings without having to be
in front of your camera. Just open this app on your computer and after the camera is connected via USB cable, it will detect it
and connect you with your camera. This way, you can remotely change all your camera settings, including the exposure,
aperture, ISO, white balance and more! When it comes to customizing your own camera’s settings, you can use the intuitive
‘Quick Settings’, which allows you to set your camera easily from the program. The program also comes with a ‘Script Control�

What's New in the Smart Shooter?
Smart Shooter allows you to control your camera via Nikon or Canon DSLR camera and transfer images to your computer for
reviewing. There are several modes to work with the camera: 1. Guided Shooting mode: - Camera’s shutter button is pressed and
you can use camera’s menu to select the function of the camera you want to control. - The camera shoots and displays images on
the computer. You can change the settings, and then shoot images until the sequence is completed. - After completing the
sequence, you can view the images from the camera’s application or on the computer. 2. Tether mode: - Turn on the camera and
leave it on. - You can use the camera’s menu to select the functions you want to control. - When the camera’s shutter button is
pressed, the camera takes a picture, then displays it on the computer. - You can view images from the camera’s application or on
the computer. 3. Auto Mode: - The camera shoots the images and the application automatically reviews the images. - You can
view the images from the camera’s application or on the computer. 4. Script Mode: - The camera takes a picture with a specified
settings. You can choose the settings to shoot the images via the camera’s menu. - You can view the images from the camera’s
application or on the computer. 5. File Transfer mode: - The camera transfers images to your computer via USB cable. - You
can view images from the camera’s application or on the computer. - You can transfer multiple images via USB cable. - There is
no need to use the camera’s menu to control the camera’s functions. - To view images from the camera’s application or on the
computer, you must start the application after the USB cable is connected to the computer. - When you connect your camera
and computer, the camera’s menu will be displayed in the program. You can easily control the camera using the menu. The
application works with Nikon DSLR cameras as well as Canon DSLR cameras. The application is not yet supported with DSCP1 & P2 cameras. However, we are working on it. Key Features: • Camera control via scripts, • Automatic management of the
shooting settings, • Automatic photo transfer to the computer, • Full control over the camera’s menu, • Easy operation of the
camera’s menus, • Full control over the
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System Requirements For Smart Shooter:
Windows 7 SP1/8/10 or Windows XP SP3/8/10/11 (non-touch capable devices) OS of 32-bit architecture (Intel or AMD) CPU
of Intel Core2 Duo / AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core / Phenom 2 x86 2GB memory (Physical Memory) 15GB space on hard
drive (free space must be at least 10 GB) 12GB free space on C Drive (on NTFS) Broadband connection
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